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Instructions:

t Answer aU questions.
+ Wite jour Index Nutnber m he space yovided in the answer sheel* Instrucnons a.e given on the back of the ansver sheet Fo ov) hose caretuIh+ tn eath of the questions I to 50, pick one ol he atrerM^es Irrn ( rr. (1r, ill, \4), t5) which is

conect ar nost appropriate and mark yu. rcsponse on the anseer sheet whh a cnss G) on the
number oJ the coftect option in accordance with the insttuctions giyen on the back of the

+ Each question carries 02 narks naking a total of 100 nafir_

x Logical constanrs used in this paper are the foliowing:
N€gation:,, Implication: -, Conjunction: 

^, 
Dis.iunction: v, Biconditional: €

Universal quantifier : A, Existential quantiffer : V

I Aristotelian logic is based on,
(l) term analysis.
(3) term as well as propositional analysN
(5) inductive analysis.

(2) propositional analysis.
(4) mathematical analysis.

J.

2. Galileo made observations of the iregular surface of lhe Moon(l) with his naked eye. (2) through his telescopc
(3) both wrth his naked eye and through the relescope. (4) durin! an eclipse of the Sun.(5) on a Full-moon day.

Which of the following sentence express the logical meanjng, in terms of traditional togic, of theproposition.'There are honest teacheA. l
(1) Teachers are honest.
(3) All teachers are honest
(5) This teacher is honest

(2) Some teachers are honest.
(4) Honest porsons are teachers.

Natural observations differ from experiments as
(l) natural observations cannot be repeated.
(2) measurement is not possible in natural observations.
(3) instruments cannot be used rn natural observations.

The argument
"All cats are wild animals.
Some horses are wild animals,
Thercfore hofies are cats.,'

(l) is valid.
(2) commits the faltacies of illicit minor and licir major.
(3) commits rhe fallacy of undisrribured mrddle.
(4) commits the fallacies of undistributed middle and illicit minor
(5) commits lhe fallacies of undisrributed middle and illicit maior.
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6. Patient X is admitted to the hospital and a nurse using a mercury themometer recorded that x had

high fever with the thermometer reading at 105"F. After lroatment the next day the thermometer

reading came down to 102 'F. On the third day it recorded 98.4'F and X was discharged The
basis of thN fever determinations is

(l) the specialist training of nurses to diagnose fever.
(2) that mercury is able to identify different types of fever.
(3) that mercury expands when heated
(4) that mercury expands when heated and contracts when the temperalure falls.
(5) the prevalence of the influenza virus in the neighbourhood at the time

7. The ground of all factual or contingent truth, according to Leibniz is the
(l) law of identity. (2) law of non-contradiction.
(3) law of sufficient reason. (4) law of double negation
(5) law of excluded middle.

8. Together with measurcment and mathematization, insruments lead to scientific data being predominantly
and increasingly expressed rn

(l) observational terms (2) empmcal terms.
(3) rational tems (4) quantitative terms.
(5) qualitative terms

9 In geneml, wheD one qualifies a tenn more and more, its
(1) denotahon increases.
(2) connotation incrcases and denotation decreases
(3) connotation decreases and denotatron rncreases,
(4) borh connolation and denoralion increase.
(5) connotation increases only

10. In a correct indDctive inference, if the premises are true then the conclusion 
's(l) rue. (2) certain. (3) probable (4) valid. (5) false.

11 Which of the following statements about 'lnversron' is fuet
(1) The mverse of an 'O'proposilion is an 'I'proposition.
(2) The inverse of an 'I' proposition is an 'E' proposition.
(3) The inverse of an 'A proposition is an 'E' proposition.
(4) The inverse of an 'E' proposition is a particular prcposition
(5) The inverse of an 'l' propositioD is a particular proposition.

12. In the traditional square of opposition, the sentences are contradictory, if
(1) their quality is differcnt. (2) thei. quantity is different
(3) both their quality and quantity are different. (4) they are 'A and 'E' Propositions
(5) they are 'l' and 'O' propositions.

13- The mrcroscope and the telescope were instruments that revolutionized early scientific knowledge
The characteristic/s of the propagation of light which were utihzed by those instruments for the

revolutionary discoveies was/werc
(l) rcfraction. (2) refleclion.
(3) refraction aDd reflection. (4) the constant unsurpassable velocity of light.
(5) diffraction.

14. The mean deviation of the five values 3,5,6,7, 10 is
(1) 1.90 (2t r.84 (3) 2.10 (4) "5 

(5) l s6

15 The symbolic sentencos (P^O) and -(-Pv-p) arc
(1) tautologically equivalent. (2) contradictory
(3) having no determinable relation. (4) contrary
(5) neither tautologically equivalent nor contradrctory.
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16 A novel prediction by Copemicus which Galileo verified was that
(1) Jupiter has four moons.
(2) Moon has craters.
(3) Venus has phases.
(4) All bodies dropped at the same height reach the ground simultaneously-
(5) The acceleration of a freely falling body near the suface of the Earth ts a constant.

17. What is the number of ways in which five people may be seated round a table?
(t\ 24 (2) 60 (3) 96 (4) r20

lE. If A, B, C are non-empty classes and AB = q, BC = 0, AC + 0 then
(1) ,4-BC = O (2) AE =O (3) ac=Q (4') AC x q

@+ (3)

19. The syllogism

"Aeroplanes do not have life.
Aeroplanes fly in the sky.
Therefore noihing which flies in the sky has life."

(l) is valid.
(2) commits the fallacy of illicit major.
(3) commits the fallacy of illicit mlnor.
(4) conmits the fallacy of the undistributed middle.
(5) commits the fallacy of four terms.

20. Dalton iltroduced the Atomic theory of matter as an explanation of a certain experimental observation.
This observation was that

(1) chemical elements combine in constant, simple whole number numedcal ratios by weight
when they combine to form chemical compounds.

(2) water is not an element but a compound.
(3) molecules consist of atoms.
(4) in gases, particles are in constant motion.
(5) atoms of different elements have different weights

21. Two dice are thrown. What is the probability of gefting I up only from one dice?

(1) *

(1)

(l)
(P-O)
(Q-R)
(P +R)

.R

"A Rx

o -o

(3)

(P-Q)
(Q-R)
-(P+R)

-R

"O Rx

PQ
-P -Q

(4) * (5)

(4)

(5) 180

(s) ABC + +

(s)

(P-O)
(Q-R)
'(P +R\

-R

Q "R

o -o

22. lf A, B, C are duee classes such the A-R = O, C + 0 and r eAC, which of the following Venn dia-
grams would represent these correctly?

23 Which of the following is the correct truth tree for the argument (P e 0) (Q + R). . (P + R)]
(2\

(P-O)
(O -R)

-(P +R)

-R

- O Rx

-P -Q
QP

(4)

e -A)
(O 'R)
"(P +R)

-R

-a R._

XQ -Q

(2) (5)
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24 what is dle mode of the range of the following sequences of numbels?

7, t3, t, 38, 110

61, 52, ll, r7, 89

46, 20, 2t, 37, t20
21, 80, 5'7, t8
t, 7, 2r, 63

(1) 60 (2) 62 (3) 82 (4) 89 (s) 103

25. In "Two of five the Hawaiian women werc not wearing flower garlands."
(l) no torm is distributed.
(2) the subject is distributed.
(3) only the prcdicate is distributed.
(4) neither the subject nor the predicate is distributed.
(5) both the subject and the predicate are distributed.

26. Calileo discovered that a projectil€ has a parabolic path by
(l) dropping metal balls from the leaning tower of Pisa.
(2) obseflations of th€ path taken by gunshots.
(3) observing the movement of the hands of the clock at the Pisa church
(4) observing the path taken by stones thrown by him.
(5) mathematical analysis.

27. No A are B. Therefore
(1) some B are A. (2) some B are not A.
(3) no B are A. (4) all A are B.
(5) only some B are A.

28. Karl Poppers' falsificationist methodology is based on
(l) inductive generalization. (2) induction by enumeration.
(3) casual analysis. (4) modus ponens.
(5) modus tollens.

29. An expression equivalent to -(Poq) which uses only negation and disjunction would be

(t) (("p v Du (" Qv P)) (2) ((PvDv(-Pv-q)
(3) ((Pv qv -ePv -q) (a) "(-("Pv0)v"(-0vP))
(5) ("(-PvQ\v*(-QvP))

30. A theory is considered to explain
(l) the observed phenomena.
(2) laws in its field.
(3) both observed phenomena and laws in its field.
(4) the causes of phenomena.
(5) the initial conditions used.

31. Wlich of the following logic gates could be taken as a representation of -(P -- Q\?

;-+D+"- ;l= ^ | F-D**
L-'/

i--l>--""* ;=>>"__
(4) (5)

32- Marx's economic analysis is chmacterized by basing value on
(I) Capital. (2) Price. (3) Labour. (4) Use. (5) Technology.

(3)(2\(l)
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36

The classes A and B shown in the diagram are
(1) empty (2) null class
(4) together exhaust the universe. (5) disjoinr.

Which of the
diagram?

(l) Jean Piaget
(2) Sigmuad Freud
(3) Anna Freud
(4) Carl Jung
(5) Alfred Adler

On the basis of the scheme of abbreviation,
l':disastudent,
G d throws stones,
H: d is caught.

'Many students threw stones but not all of them were caught'
(l) ,{r (F - G.t) 

^ 
(V"r (rr ^ 

,cr) - -nr)
(2t v\ (Fx 

^ 
c,r) ^ 

(-V-r (Fi 
^ -c-r) v - VJ rlr)

(3) V.r (F.x 
^ G)r) ^ -,{r ((Fr 

^ cr) - ilr)
(4) ,{r (Fr - G-r) 

^ 
Ar ((F-r ^ Gr) + -rtu)

(5) V; (F.r 
^ -cr) ^ (Vr (Fr 

^ -Gr) ^ Hr)

Lucasian Professor of Mathematics at Cambridge, Mathematical physicisf, cosmologist, the nrst
scienhst to show that black holes could emit radiation, author of'A Bri€f History of Everything',
addict of Wagner's music:
To which of the following scientists does all the attributes grven above?

(l) Lord Ruthedbrd (2) Sir Isaac Newton
(3) Stephen Hawklng (4) Abdus Salam
(5) PA.M Duac

Karl Popper cited the cases of Freudian Psychoanalysts and Marxism as non-sciences which appear
as sciences, as they are non{esrable (or non falsifiable) due to

(l) no experiments being posstble in the social sciences.
(2) the uncla.ity, wideness, indefiniteness of their concepts.
(3) their field of application being too wide.
(4) the rmpossibility of having crucial tests in the social sciences
(5) the impossrbility of objective tests in the social sciences.

"Phlogiston is rvhat makes substances bum Therefore Phlogiston is the cause of combuslion." The
above argument commils the fallacy of

(l) ignoratio elenchi
(2) appeal to authonty.
(3) fallacy of drvrsion
(4) crcular argument (petitio principii).
(5) after this, therefore because of thrs (post hoc ergo propter hoc).

following psychologists considered the psyche to be

(3) identical.

structu.ed as shown in the

38.
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39. Crucial tests between two successive paradigms aJe not possible according to relativists because
(1) the succeedrng paradigm encompasses the earlier paradigm.
(2) the two paradigms are incommensurable and they have no invariant observation

language-
(3) the results of crucial tesh could agree
(4) paradrgm change is based more on conversron than on logic
(5) anything goes as method

40. Which of the following fomulae follow, from the formula (Fr - Gr) by existential generalisafion?
(1) v) (ry - G)) (2) v) (1"] - Gr)

(3) Vy (Fr - Gr) (4) Vy Fy - Y1, 6y
(s) v'I rr + c)

41. In the Covering Law Model of Explanation an event is explamed by a covering law when
(1) they event implies rhe law.
(2) the covering law is true and the event is in the field of the cove.ing law.
(3) the covenng law, together with the initral conditions and auxiliary hypotheses, implies the

(4) the event ls the cause of the coveflng law.
(5) when there is a one-one relationship between cause and event

42 Which of the following rs a theorem l
(1) vr (Fr 

^ Gr) (z) (P - Q)
(3) (("P v O - QQ' "P)) () (/s Fx * 'l'r F))

6)Q-81
43 The study of iight (optics) befo.e Isaac Newton's work is categorized by Thoman Kuhn as

(1) normal scrence (2) science in a different paradigm.
(3) pre-science. (4) mature science.
(5) revolutionary scrence.

44. The expression 'r is brave,'wh€re r is a variable, is
(1) true (2) false
(3) a valid statement. (4) neither true nor false.
(5) a symbolic formula.

45 An outstanding example of a successful use of models in scientilic rcsearch was

(1) Einstein's General Theory of Relahvlty.
(2) Lavoisier's Oxidation theory of combustron.
(3) Darwin's Theory of Evolution
(4) Louis Pasteurt development of a method of treating hydrophobia
(5) The drscovery of the structure of the DNA molecule

46 Considering 'All men are not mortal' to be ambiguous, the usual two meanings given it can be

expressed 1n symbohc form, (F: a is a man G. a is mortal) by

(l) tu (rx - -G.r) and Vr (Fr 
^ GI)

(.2) "1rr (Fx - Gx) and /\x er - Gx)

(3) Vr (rr ^ Gr) and Vr (Fr 
^ -Gr)

(4) Ar (F,r - - Gi) and V,r (F,r ^ 'Gr)
(s) "Vr (l?i 

^ Gr) and vi (Fr ^ Gr)

47 Use of ad hoc hypotheses in scientific method is advocated by
(1) Popper. (2) Francis Bacon (3) Lakatos
(a) Kuhn. (5) Feyerabend
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4E. Which of the following is the correct truth table line for the determination of rhe validity/invalidity
of the argument,

(P 
^Q) @-*O .. -a

by the indirect truth table method?
(I) TTT FFFF FFTT
(2) FFF TTTT FTTT
(3) FTF TFTF FFFT
(4) TTT TFTF TFFT
(5) TTT TTFF FFFT

49. Feyerab€nd says that Lakatos is a disguised anatchist because
(1) Feye.abend is an aiarchist and Laks0os has been his fiiend.
(2) Lakatos does not give a cleat cut means of choosing beween compethg progtammes ot

reJectDg a Programme.
(3) Lakatos' method is not realisdc.
(4) negative heuristic is a vague concept.
(5) fte given metlod of developing the protective belt is only a skeleral.

50. A social scientist studying the outcome of the February 10, m18 Ircal GoverDment Council
elections in Sri Lanka bases his study on data gathered through e-mail communication by him
His sample for this study is

(1) small. (2) fair. (3) nor fair
(4) giving correct predictions. (5) strarified.
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Inslructions:
* Answet only eight questions selecnn| Jour questions lran each oJ the parts I, and tt.

N.B.

* Logical constants uscd in Lhis paper arc rhc follorvrng:
Negation: -, Implication: -, Conjunction: 

^, 
Disjunction: v, Biconditional (Eq vatencc): *

Univenal qrantificr :1\, Existential quantifi€r : V
* Clandidates arc adyised not ro usc any orher logicat @nstants.

* Candidalcs should trot use Lheorcms (e€. De Morgan's thcorcm) in the der;vadons cxccpr when
Lhe theorem itsclf has b€en provcd by rhc candidare

Part I
l. (lr) What rs obversion? What is the obversc of the proposition 'Some men are non beaf

eaters'? Q4 nntk)

(D) What is the sub altern of the sentence 'No men are mortal'? (O2 Mk:)
(c) Identify terms of the sentence 'Rivcrs wilh blue water flow smoothly' and statc their

disrriburon (um <\)

2. (/]) Determine whether the following syllogisms are valld or invalid. When a syllogism
is Invalid state the rule/rules violated and the resulting fallacy/faltacies

(i) Some birds sing sweetly
The cuckoo sings sweetly.
Therefore, the cuckoo is a bird. pJ nd :)

(ii) All girls are pretty.
Some girls speak Tamil.
Therefore, some who speak Tamil are pretty. (03 nntu)

(b) Symbolize the followrng arguments in terms of classes and determine their validity
using Venn diagmms.

(i) All men are mortal. Therefore some men are mortal. e2 m*,
(ii) Women are attmctive

Parrots are attmctive
There are women, Therc aJe parrots,
Therefore women are parrots. p2 rutk)

nLl:o ocdgc: toc AqDc6Jo6 O@c,: II
s6ro6xullurg)rb 6il@@nor(U)o)Futri II
Logic and ScientiRc Mcthod lI

CgDans oamtbgtuJn6nLb

@ItrItr
qo.)d 6(54&) ?$re(l OEdA lo A
Elos\)d6 6lnduq GDILb - 10 4ldlln66n
Additional Readine Timc - 10 minuter

Iisc additional r€ading time to go through thc quesrron paper, sclccr thc ques0ons and dec;dc on the questions
that you give priority in answc.ing-
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3. (d) "Each and every sense perception is not a scientilic observation. Only when a sense

perception is related to a scientific problem or hypothesis, it becomes a scientific,^.. .-,-
obser\ arron. hlucrdate lu) m,rL\

(r, 
3'"liiil;jL,lii* 

in examples, rhe facton that could cause non-observation *d 
@s.o,r,"

4. (d) Show that, if the squarc root expressing the standard devration is taken to the nearest

integer. the mean deviation of the numbers l. 3,7. 10. 14 rs 8O7. of their standard, i.. (os rutu,

(&) What is the probabilily of dmwing a heart, a spade and a diamond, when thre€ cards

are drawn from a pack of 52 playing cards without replacing the cards drawn? @5 turks,

5. (d) Draw the logic gate to represent (-Q - p) - (P - 0), expressrng implications
in terms of conjunctions. (A Mrks)

(r) Prove the following theorems.

(i) ((P .- Q\ - P\ - P') (o3 mrh)
(ii) (((P v O) ^ 

((P - R) ^ 
(0 - R))) - R) (43 nntk)

Part II

6. (.r) Indicate how

(i) the casc study method, rc3 mrkt,
(ii) use of samples (04 narls,

are uscful in social scientific investigation.

(b) (D 'Statrstical analysis is predominantly used rn soclal sciences but not in natural

sciences." How far is this statement justifiable? (a nmrk,

(ir) 'The ability to predict is what social science lacks' Discuss. (M Da.k:)

?. (.r) Symbolize the following arguments giving your scheme of abbreviation and show
them to be valid by thc method of derivation.

(i) Given that labour is cheap forergn investments will flow, if there are no strikes
But, the forergn investments do not flow. Therefore eithcr labour is not cheap

or there are strikes (05 Mrl<t

(ii) Not both the Ministcr and the Secretary will go. The Minister goes. Therefore
the S€cretary will not go or if the Secrctary protests the conference will not
be held (05 nwrks

(r) Symbolize the following argument Siving your scheme of abbreviation and determine
its validity/invalidity using the indirect method of truth tables.

lf Chanakya cnjoys conflict, just in case conflict helps Chandragupta, then Chanakya

divides the country. But he does not divide the country. Therefore it ts not the case

that rf Chanakya enjoys conflict then conllicl helps ChaDdragupta
(Any values given to variables in your working should be clearly indicated ) (05 hn :)

8. "Methodology of sci€nce is rational reconstruction of the method of the scientist- ln that
context, it appears that the deductive verificationist methodology is the methodology that
b€st reflects the activity of the scientist." Discuss -' (15 ltuttks
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9. (a) Derermine the validity of the arguments -Q...((P - Q) - C'P - 9)) using the
method of truth trc€s - - (05 na*'j)

(r) Symbolize the following arguments, using predicate calculus and giving your schemes
of abbreviation and show them to be valid by derivation.

(i) If all Indians got rapped but Vijaya did not get t apped, then Vijaya was not
an Indian. (M na*i)

(ii) No non-b€autiful things are flowers.
This (object) is a rose and it is a flower.
Therefore this (object) is beautiful or the Schliemann's dream gave the corect
directions to Troy.

(Where appropriate, you may also use variables in prcpositional 
"""otua). l,* ,_r",

10. Write notes on the followins:
(i) Successive paradigms in a science are incommensurable and inconsistent

(ii) Feyerabend's Methodology of Scienc€

(iii) Social RespoDsibility of Electronic Media rcsx3=lsnwkr

-x * )i.




